
Heart disease, a food borne preventable disease! 
 

Before considering heart disease causes, first causality is considered from a broader perspective. 

 

CAUSALITY, uniqueness and bidirectional changes in associated events 

1. If a car stops working and the mechanic diagnoses and replaces the petrol pump resulting in the car being 

operational again, then the changed independent variable of a new petrol pump being associated with the 

changed dependent variable of drive-ability (the symptom), supports the likelihood of a faulty petrol pump 

being causal of the car not working. However, potentially installing the new petrol pump disturbed wiring 

which might have been the real cause of the issue. 

If next your mechanic reinstalls the old petrol pump and the symptoms reoccur, then this bidirectional 

change in associated events provides the highest possible level of evidence of causality. The bidirectional 

change makes an electrical fault involving - but not caused by the original pump - less likely which raises 

the likelihood of the petrol pump itself being the cause of the original problem. 

 

2. In the past, the suffering of sailors going on long voyages from bleeding gums and tooth losses was 

associated with changing to a monotonous seafaring diet lacking dietary vitamin C from fruits and 

vegetables. It was noted that the reintroduction of fruits and vegetables into the diet halted or reversed the 

issues. The long voyages changed the independent variable of vitamin C consumption and concurrently the 

dependent variable of bleeding gums and tooth loses. The reintroduction of vitamin C containing fruit and 

vegetables halting the problems provided a bidirectional change in associated events. Bidirectionality makes 

the existence of other unidentified causal factors less likely and therefor increases the validity of the 

observed association being causal.  

 

3. After Edward Jenner inoculated a 13-year-old-boy with vaccinia virus (cowpox), Jenner exposed the boy 

to small pox demonstrating the boy’s quality of immunity to smallpox. Consequently, immunology was 

born. Over the centuries since then this one single observation has been accepted as sufficient evidence 

demonstrating the quality of disease prevention. There was never a random control trial and this one 

experiment validated what had already been observed by farmers: a previous cow pox infection has the 

quality of preventing a small pox infection. The strength of Jenner’s experiment is not derived from numbers 

since these was only one single study object. Instead, the strength is derived from demonstrating the very 

unlikely quality of the boy not even getting sick after being infected with small pox. The uniqueness of this 

observation strongly contrasts small pox being highly contagious with a 30 percent mortality rate. The high 

unlikelihood of the boy not getting sick is what provides validity of a cow pox infection being causal of 

small pox prevention.  

 

In general, a change in independent variables being associated with a change in dependent variables can 

form strong evidence of causality. This is also well known in epidemiology as Bradford Hill stated alongside 

his nine evidence criteria: "Is the frequency of the associated events affected? Here the strongest support for 

the causation hypothesis may be revealed" 1). Hill was a major force behind the scientific evidence linking 

lung cancer to smoking and his words of “associated events” describe the result of semi-experimental 

conditions.  

Semi-experimental conditions are conditions created under circumstances not in control of the researcher. 

Since epidemiological experiments demonstrating a change in associated events are often neither ethical nor 

practical, as Hill pointed out the next best epidemiological support for a causal hypothesis can come from 

semi-experimental conditions demonstrating such changes.  



In experiments, the validity of any observed changes of events being causal, is increased through control of 

the experimental conditions. Because semi-experimental conditions lack such control, evaluating semi-

experimental observations requires a separate validity assessment. Strong validity of causality in semi-

experiments can come from observing bidirectional changes of associated events because bidirectionality 

reduces the chance of the association being accidental, a result of bias or a result of confounding. 

Consequently, the likelihood of the observed association being causal becomes high. If experiments are not 

an option in epidemiology, bidirectional observations of changes of associated events can provide the 

researcher with significant support for the validity of observed associated events being causal. Also, 

referring to Jenner’s small pox example, a high degree of uniqueness of an observation can provide the 

researcher with significant support for the validity of observed associated events being causal. 

 

HEART DISEASE REVERSAL 

Before the application of the uniqueness and bidirectionality causal principles to our number one killer 

(heart disease), consider that human nutrition can be divided into 3 different groups: plants, animals and 

processed foods.  

Since processed foods are man-made, this raises the question of where on the omnivore dietary spectrum of 

99% plants to 99% animals, longevity and health for the human omnivore would be best supported. 

Excluding starvation from the considerations, also consideration could be given to the question if it is at all 

possible for omnivore behaviour to optimally support longevity and health. 

Scientifically, observing and measuring health and longevity as indicators of the optimum human diet 

carries more evidential weight then the assumption that humans are omnivores because our forefathers 

behaved this way. Assumptions are not considered scientific and in science, no question should be avoided 

and conclusions need to be based on verifiable observable facts rather than beliefs (i.e., assumptions). 

 

This paper can be seen as addressing the following question:  

Where on the human omnivore dietary spectrum of 99% plants to 99% animals is optimum for heart health? 

 

Dr Caldwell Esselstyn’s findings 

  

Esselstyn’s study of 198 patients contains the above engiographical confirmation of heart disease reversal 

following nutritional change to a low-fat whole plant-based diet 2). Esselstyn found that 89% of 198 

consecutive plant-based nutrition counselled cardiovascular patients complied with the diet. Over an average 

of 3.7 years following the intervention, this group had a cardiovascular related event recurrence of 0.6% 

while in the non-compliant group, 62% experienced adverse events. 



Dr Dean Ornish’s findings 

Ornish’s 1998 publication of random control trial demonstrated reversal of heart disease in the treatment 

group and progression in the control group. The narrowing of the coronary arteries decreased by 3.1% after 

5 years on a low-fat whole plant-based diet while the control group the narrowing increased by 11.8% 3). 

 

Further evidence 

The first person to revert heart disease was Nathan Pritikin. After having been to many different 

cardiologists all confirming his heart disease, Pritikin followed a very low-fat nearly fully plant-based diet 

for more than 25 years till his death. His autopsy report states: “In a man 69 years old, the near absence of 

atherosclerosis and the complete absence of its effects are remarkable” 4). 

Lester M. Morrison found in a 12-year study testing the dietary effects of consuming low cholesterol food 

(i.e., plants) containing <25g of fats per day: “19 of the 50 patients treated with the diet survived. Of the 50 

control patients, all had died by the 12th year of observation” 5).  

Considering an average human calorie intake of 2000 per day, Morrison’s maximum 25g of fat 

recommendation, constitutes about 11% of total calorie intake. 

Ancel Keys’s “Seven Countries Study” found negative correlations of heart disease with plant food 

consumption and positive correlations with animal food consumption, saturated fat consumption and serum 

cholesterol levels 6). 

In 1913, Anitschkow published a paper describing rabbits fed a diet rich in milk, eggs, and meat, developing 

vascular lesions. The precursor to coronary artery heart disease, atherosclerosis, develops in plant eaters fed 

animal food 16).  

 

Norway during WWII 

 

The mortality from circulatory disease in Norway in 1927-48 shows a remarkable dip during WWII when 

the Germans took life stock away to feed their own population 9). 

 



North Karelia Study 

The correlation between the Finish population wide >80% decrease in saturated fat consumption (mostly 

butter) and a similar 80% plus decrease in heart disease mortality is remarkable: 

 7)  8) 

The reduction in butter consumption was guided by the Finish government’s desire to reduce the country’s 

heart disease burden.  

 

Current Chinese trends 

China has been developing very fast recently and the current Chinese heart disease trend oppose the Finish 

trends just discussed: 

10) 

While the heart disease mortality increased in China, the meat consumption increased 434%, milk increased 

1000% and eggs 800% between 1980 - 2005. 

 11) 



 

Diabetes-2 

Diabetes-2 is a risk factor for heart disease. In diabetes-2 blood glucose levels spike after consuming 

carbohydrates.  

The blood glucose level spikes following carbohydrate-consumption theoretically could be the result of 

- Biased measurements 

- Accidental findings 

- Confounding (association due to a common causal factor) 

- Causal 

 

Consistency in reports linking blood sugar levels to carbohydrate consumption in diabetics and especially 

carbohydrates being converted into glucose by the digestive system, support that the observed association is 

neither accidental nor the result of biased measurements. Consequently, these explanations of raised blood 

sugar levels and diabetes-2 are excluded as possibilities.  

In order to distinguish between the remaining confounding and causal explanations, please consider the 

following: 

- In a 74-week randomized controlled trial, Dr Neal Barnard et all demonstrated a (very) low fat high 

carbohydrate plant-based diet considering blood sugar regulation, blood cholesterol LDL and 

HbA1c, performing better than the diet recommended by the American Diabetes Association 12). 

- In 1980 the high carbohydrate (rice) eating Chinese had a diabetes-2 rate of <1% 13) while after a 

dramatic increase in animal food consumption, in 2010 the diabetes-2 rates in China were 11.6% 14). 

The latter study estimates that 500 million Chinese are pre-diabetic (about 35% of the population). 

The 1160% increase over 30 years is remarkable. 

 

Discussion: The Barnard findings and the two Chinese findings are inconsistent with carbohydrates being 

causal of diabetes-2 as the studies demonstrate either high carbohydrate consumption being associated with 

low diabetes-2 rates, a reduced carbohydrate but increased animal fat consumption being associated with 

high diabetes-2 rates or a reduction of diabetes-2 symptoms and risk factors being associated with reduced 

animal fat consumption and increased carbohydrate consumption. The change in “associated events” (in 

Hill’s terms) in the Barnard study forms strong evidence of carbohydrates not being causal of diabetes-2. 

This is further supported by the two cross sectional Chinese studies. Also, the Barnard study not only 

improved blood sugar regulation but also the diabetes-2 risk factors of raised blood cholesterol LDL and Hb 

A1c.  

Conclusion: If carbohydrates are not causal nor accidentally associated with diabetes-2 and then 

carbohydrates must be a confounding factor in diabetes-2. If carbohydrates are a confounding factor in 

diabetes-2, then consequently the blood sugar spiking after carbohydrate consumption are also confounding 

rather than causal. 

A high fat diet appears to enable - increases the susceptibility to - carbohydrates raising blood sugar levels in 

diabetics. The implications are that a high fat diet appears causal of diabetes-2 (just like it is causal of heart 

disease).  

An analogy: Addressing a symptom is not necessarily the same as addressing the cause since confounding 

factors might create confusion. The reduction of blood sugar levels through a reduction of carbohydrates 

turning into the serum glucose appears equivalent to reducing a car’s petrol consumption by not filling up at 

the bowser. Not filling up at the petrol bowser covers up the high petrol consumption as there is no petrol to 

consume. By the same token, not consuming carbohydrates covers up raised blood sugar levels in diabetics 

as there are no carbohydrates to convert into blood sugar. It would appear erroneous to recommend 

carbohydrate restrictions to diabetes-2 sufferers and fat intake should be restricted instead.  

 



Medicare/Medicaid 

Since 2010 the American Medicare/Medicaid system has reimbursed the treatment of heart disease by the 

Ornish and Pritikin lifestyle programs centred on a low-fat whole plant-based diet 15). 

 

Discussion 

Cross sectional studies like Ancel Keys’ 7-country study demonstrate a reverse association between heart 

disease and the consumption of plant foods. Case studies like Morrison’s study demonstrate low fat 

consumption being associated with decreased heart disease mortality. Population studies in both Finland and 

China demonstrate opposing trend associations between animal fat consumption and heart disease. Pritikin, 

Esselstyn and Ornish demonstrate reversal of heart disease through consuming a diet void of any excess fats 

and void of any animal foods. Anitschkow and others demonstrated the herbivorial rabbits developing 

atherosclerosis when fed meat, eggs and milk. Anitschkow in particular demonstrated that it was the 

exogenous cholesterol in the diet from animal food consumption that caused the lesions leading to 

atherosclerotic heart disease. 

Research findings not supporting the lower fat consumption and health benefits association invariably do not 

achieve a sufficiently low level of fat consumption nor do they exclude animal food. The “low fat” study 

groups in these studies typically contain 25% of calories or more from fats while Pritikin, Esselstyn and 

Ornish’s diets contain less than 10% of total calories from fats. Such studies supply insufficient contrast 

between study groups in order to achieve a difference. Not observing an association from an inadequate 

perspective does not constitute evidence of non-existence of such an association. 

Pritikin, Esselstyn and Ornish are three different researchers using different subjects, working in different 

parts of the country and experimenting at different times with somewhat different methods but coming up 

with similar findings. Also, the Barnard diabetes-2 study researching a different disease, comes up with the 

same dietary findings. Observations of heart disease and diabetes-2 reversal are unique and have only ever 

been demonstrated using a low-fat whole plant-based diet.  

Significant evidence of the removed food groups of processed food and animal food being causal of heart 

disease is provided by: 

• The consistency between the discussed different but related observations around heart disease and its 

risk factors which include diabetes-2.  

• The high degree of uniqueness of disease reversal by Esselstyn, Ornish and Pritikin; no other diet 

has ever demonstrated heart disease reversal. 

• The observed opposing trends (bidirectionality of associated events) at population level in Finland 

and China   

Foods removed by Pritikin, Esselstyn and Ornish are all meats, dairy, fish, eggs and oils. Reversal is 

achieved with a percentage of calories from fats less than 10% of total calories. In contrast, the Western diet 

associated with high levels of heart disease generally contains well above 30% of calories from fats. 

 

Conclusions 

From the observations and above discussions, it would appear that: 

• Heart disease is a food borne disease and hence is preventable. 

• A high fat diet from processed and animal foods causes heart disease and its risk factors diabetes-2, 

high cholesterol levels, excess blood sugar and raised Hb A1c levels. 



 
Figure 1 – Diabetes-2 is a risk factor for coronary artery heart disease because of sharing a common causal factor. 

• The human omnivore behaviour compromises human health as humans from the number one 

Australian killer heart health perspective appear plant eaters.  

• Humans appear to be “starchivores” and any fat consumption above the minimum daily requirement 

of essential fats might compromise human health. 

 

Note 1: Apart from plants, the human diet originally contained bacteria. Some of these bacteria produce the 

essential vitamin B12. Because of our cooking, our hygiene and our antibiotic use influencing B12 levels, a 

B12 supplement is recommended. 

Note 2: Ensure medical supervision if changing diet while on medication as otherwise medicinal effects can 

compromise health. The medicinal dosage compensating for the unhealthy state of the patient might need 

adjustment as the patient’s health returns. 
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